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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

1. Claims 8-12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter

which applicant regards as the invention.

1a. Regarding claim 8, method comprising " transmitting the information bit..." is

claimed. However, it appears from the specification that the permuted and

encoded information bits are transmitted rather than the actual information bits.

Clarification is required.

1b. Claims 9-12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

dependent on claim 8.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shajl not be negatived by the mannei in which the invention was m^

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of

the claims under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject

matter of the various claims was commonly owned at the time any inventions
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covered therein were made absent any evidence to the contrary. Applicant is

advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1 .56 to point out the inventor and

invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later

invention was made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35

U.S.C. 103(c) and potential 35 U.S.C. 102(e), (f) or (g) prior art under 35

U.S.C. 103(a).

2. Claims 1 and 5 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Rajkumar et al. (US 2004/0264454 A1), hereinafter, Rajkumar, in view of Tan

(US 2002/0090024 A1 ), hereinafter, Tan.

2a. Regarding claim 1 ,
Rajkumar shows a communications method, comprising:

- communicating between a base station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0028]);

- negotiating a size of information bits between the base station and the mobile

unit (Paragraphs [0011] and [0018]. The aggregated packet is interpreted as

claimed information bits.);

- encoding the information bits according to a code (Paragraph [0022]. The

signal encoder performs claimed encoding);

- transmitting the encoded information bits with the negotiated size between the

" " base station and the mobile unit"(Pararaphs [0019] and [0022] . The transmit
-

equipment comprises an aggregator that combines a plurality of packets

based on user service requirements and after having negotiated a packet size
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with receiving equipment. The packets to be transmitted are retrieved at the

fixed rate of the time delay-intolerant information. The size of the aggregate

packet can be determined on a static or dynamic basis);

- decoding the transmitted information bits (Paragraph [0032]).

Thus, Rajkumar shows all the limitations claimed, but fails to explicitly disclose

the transformation to reduced order, as claimed.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Tan shows a communication method

between a mobile unit and a base station comprising:

- transforming the transmitted information bits with a reduced order (Paragraph

[0009]. The column and row reduced matrices (GO-CDMA matrices) are

interpreted as claimed reduced order information bits.)

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use the

reduced matrix (or GO-CDMA) codes because these improve the performance of

the system (Abstract) and achieve improved error correction (Paragraph [0091]).

2b. Regarding claim 5, Rajkuman and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 2a

above). Tan further shows method wherein:

- the transmitted information bits are transformed with the reduced order using

Hadamard transform. (Paragraph [0009], and [0091] -[0101] and abstract.

The column and row" reduced matrices (GO-CDMA matrices) are interpreted

as claimed reduced order. The reduced order of the matrices is inherently

determined. The means performing the transformation are interpreted as
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claimed transformer. Since the transformer uses Hadamard orthogonal

matrices, it is interpreted as performing claimed Hadamard transform).

3. Claims 3,4 and 6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Rajkumar in view of Tan as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of

Kim et al. (US 2002/001 3926 A1 ), hereinafter, Kim.

3a. Regarding claim 3, Rajkumar and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 2a

above), but fail to explicitly disclose the permuting and depermuting.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Kim shows communication method

between a base station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0007] comprising:

- permuting the information bits and depermuting the transmitted information

bits (Fig. 9, paragraphs [0039] and [0082]. A sequence obtained by column

permuting the specific sequence will be referred to as a "mask function" (or

mask sequence). The multiplier 901 multiplies the received signal r(t) by the

mask function M1 output from the mask generator 910, and provides its

output to a correlation calculator 921. Since the mask function is used at the

receiver side and aides in the decoding process, the application of the mask

function at the receiver is interpreted as claimed depermuting).

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use

Kim's method of permuting and depermuting because it minimizes frame error

rate of the error correction encoder (Paragraph [0013]).
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3b. Regarding claim 4, Rajkumar and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 2a

above), but fail to explicitly disclose the transport format combination index

(TFCI) encoded information bits.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Kim shows communication method

between a base station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0007] comprising:

- a transport format combination index (TFCI) encoded information bits

transmitted between the base station and the mobile unit (Paragraph [0003]);

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use

Kim's method which utilizes TFCI bits because it minimizes frame error rate of

the error correction encoder (Paragraph [0013]).

3c. Regarding claim 6, Rajkumar and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 2a

above), but fail to explicitly disclose Reed-Muller codes.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Kim shows communication method

between a base station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0007] wherein:

- the information bits are encoded according to Reed-Muller codes(Paragraphs

[0011] and [0012]);

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use

Kim's method of Reed-Muller encoding because it minimizes frame error rate of

the error correction encoder (Paragraph [0013]).
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4. Claim 7 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable Rajkumar in

view of Tan as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of Muller (US

6490461 B1), hereinafter, Muller.

4a. Regarding claim 7, Rajkumar and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 2a

above), but fail to explicitly disclose a wideband code division multiple access

(WCDMA) implementation.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Muller shows communication between a

base station and mobile station as a WCDMA implementation (Fig. 4, column 3,

lines 26-38).

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use a

WCDMA implementation because WCDMA provides wide bandwidth for

multimedia services and other high transmission rate demands as well as robust

features like diversity handoff and RAKE receivers to ensure high quality

(Column 1, lines 54-57).

5. Claims 8, 10 and 11 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Kim in view of Rajkumar in view of Tan.

5a. Regarding claim 8,"Kim shows a communication method (Paragraph [0007])

comprising;

- communicating between a base station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0007]);
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- encoding the information bits according to Reed-Muller codes (Paragraphs

[0011] and [0012]);

- permuting the encoded information bits permuting the encoded information

bits (Paragraph[0039]);

- transmitting the encoded information bits between the base station and the

mobile unit(Paragraphs [0007], [0039] and [0040]. The transmitting of

encoded and permuted TFCI bits is interpreted as claimed encoding);

- depermuting the transmitted information bits (Fig. 9, paragraphs [0039] and

[0082]. A sequence obtained by column permuting the specific sequence will

be referred to as a "mask function" (or mask sequence). The multiplier 901

multiplies the received signal r(t) by the mask function M1 output from the

mask generator 910, and provides its output to a correlation calculator 921.

Since the mask function is used at the receiver side and aides in the decoding

process, the application of the mask function at the receiver is interpreted as

claimed depermuting);

- and decoding the transmitted information bits(Fig. 9, Paragraph [0082]).

Thus, Kim shows all the limitations claimed, but fails to disclose the negotiation of

size step.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Rajkumar shows method for

communicating between" a base station and a mobile unit ((Paragraph [0028])

comprising:
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- negotiating a size of information bits between the base station and the mobile

unit (Paragraphs [0011] and [0018]. The aggregated packet is interpreted as

claimed information bits.);

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use a

negotiated packet size for transmission because it improves the overall capacity

of the communication system (Paragraph [0011]).

Thus, Kim and Rajkumar show all the limitations claimed, but fail to explicitly

disclose the transformation to reduced order, as claimed.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Tan shows a communication method

between a mobile unit and a base station comprising:

- determining a reduced order according to the negotiated size and a reduced

search space and transforming the depermuted information bits with the

reduced order and the reduced search space (Paragraph [0009], and [0091]

-[0101]. The column and row reduced matrices (GO-CDMA matrices) are

interpreted as claimed reduced order. The reduced order of the matrices is

inherently determined.)

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use the

reduced matrix (or GO-CDMA) codes because these improve the performance of

the system (Abstract) and achieve improved error correction (Paragraph [0091]).
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5b. Regarding claim 10, Kim, Rajkumar and Tan show all the limitations claimed

(See 5a above). Kim further shows communication method between a base

station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0007] comprising:

- a transport format combination index (TFCI) encoded information bits

transmitted between the base station and the mobile unit (Paragraph [0003]);

5c. Regarding claim 11, Kim, Rajkumar and Tan show all the limitations claimed

(See 5a above). Tan further shows method wherein:

- the transmitted information bits are transformed with the reduced order using

Hadamard transform. (Paragraph [0009], and [0091] -[0101] and abstract.

The column and row reduced matrices (GO-CDMA matrices) are interpreted

as claimed reduced order. The reduced order of the matrices is inherently

determined. The means performing the transformation are interpreted as

claimed transformer. Since the transformer uses Hadamard orthogonal

matrices, it is interpreted as performing claimed Hadamard transform).

6. Claim 12 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kim in

view of Rajkumar in view of Tan as applied to claim 8 above, and further in view

of Muller.
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6a. Regarding claim 12, Kim, Rajkumar and Tan show all the limitations claimed

(See 2a above), but fail to explicitly disclose a wideband code division multiple

access (WCDMA) implementation.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Muller shows communication between a

base station and mobile station as a WCDMA implementation (Fig. 4, column 3,

lines 26-38).

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use a

WCDMA implementation because WCDMA provides wide bandwidth for

multimedia services and other high transmission rate demands as well as robust

features like diversity handoff and RAKE receivers to ensure high quality

(Column 1, lines 54-57).

7. Claims 13 and 17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Le Bars et al. (US 2002/0041640 A1), in hereinafter, Le bars, in view of Tan.

7a. Regarding claim 13, Le Bars shows a wireless system (Fig. 8) (The limitation in

the preamble about the system being a WCDMA system does not breathe life

into the claim and has therefore not been given any patentable weight)

comprising:

- a base station; a mobile unit, wherein a size of information bits is negotiated

between the base station and the mobile unit (Fig. 8 shows a wireless

system. Base stations and mobile units are an inherent part of wireless
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systems. Paragraphs [0014] -[0016]. A negotiated of the bit rate per symbol

is performed which inherently indicates the size of the symbol and thus is

interpreted as claimed negotiation);

- an encoder encoding the information bits, wherein the encoded information

bits are transmitted between the base station and the mobile unit with the

negotiated size (Fig. 1, Paragraphs [004] and [0014]);

- a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder decoding the information bits (Fig. 2,

turbo decoder performs claimed decoding. (Paragraphs [004] and [0014])).

Thus, Le Bars shows all the limitations claimed, but fails to explicitly disclose the

claimed transformer.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Tan shows a communication method

between a mobile unit and a base station comprising:

- a transformer transforming the transmitted information bits with a reduced

order determined according to the negotiated size and a reduced search

space; (Paragraph [0009], and [0091] -[0101]. The column and row reduced

matrices (GO-CDMA matrices) are interpreted as claimed reduced order. The

reduced order of the matrices is inherently determined. The means

performing the transformation are interpreted as claimed transformer).

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use the

reduced matrix-(or GO-eDMA) codes because these improve the performance of

the system (Abstract) and achieve improved error correction (Paragraph [0091]).
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7b. Regarding claim 17, Rajkuman and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 2a

above). Tan further shows method wherein:

- the transformer comprising a Hadamard transferer. (Paragraph [0009], and

[0091] -[0101] and abstract. The column and row reduced matrices (GO-

CDMA matrices) are interpreted as claimed reduced order. The reduced order

of the matrices is inherently determined. The means performing the

transformation are interpreted as claimed transformer. Since the transformer

uses Hadamard orthogonal matrices, it is interpreted as claimed Hadamard

transformer).

8. Claims 14, 16 and 18 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Le Bars in view of Tan as applied to claim 13 above, and further in view of

Kim.

8a. Regarding claim 14, Le Bars and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 7a

above), but fail to explicitly disclose the permuting and depermuting.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Kim shows communication method

between a base station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0007] comprising:

- a permuter permuting the information bits and a depermuter depermuting the

transmitted information bits (Fig. 9, paragraphs [0039] and [0082], A

sequence obtained by column permuting the specific sequence will be

referred to as a "mask function" (or mask sequence). The multiplier 901
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multiplies the received signal r(t) by the mask function M1 output from the

mask generator 910, and provides its output to a correlation calculator 921.

Since the mask function is used at the receiver side and aides in the decoding

process, the application of the mask function at the receiver is interpreted as

claimed depermuting).

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use

Kim's method of permuting and depermuting because it minimizes frame error

rate of the error correction encoder (Paragraph [0013]).

8b. Regarding claim 16, Le Bars and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 7a

above), but fail to explicitly disclose the transport format combination index

(TFCI) encoded information bits.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Kim shows communication method

between a base station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0007] comprising:

- a transport format combination index (TFCI) encoded information bits

transmitted between the base station and the mobile unit (Paragraph [0003]);

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use

Kim's method which utilizes TFCI bits because it minimizes frame error rate of

the error correction encoder (Paragraph [0013]).

8c. Regarding claim 18, Le Bars and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See 7a

above), but fail to explicitly disclose Reed-Muller codes.
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However, in the same field of endeavor, Kim shows communication method

between a base station and a mobile unit (Paragraph [0007] wherein:

- the information bits are encoded according to Reed-Muller codes(Paragraphs

[0011] and [0012]);

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use

Kim's method of Reed-Muller encoding because it minimizes frame error rate of

the error correction encoder (Paragraph [0013]).

9. Claim 19 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kim in

view of Le Bars in view of Tan.

9a. Regarding claim 19, Kim shows a decoder (Fig. 9, Paragraph [0082]) in a

communications system (Paragraph [0007]) having an encoder (Paragraphs

[0011] and [0012]) encoding information bits for transmission between a base

station and a mobile unit, the decoder comprising:

- a transport format combination index (TFCI) encoded information bits

transmitted between the base station and the mobile unit (Paragraph [0003]);

- a depermuter depermuting the transmitted information bits (Fig. 9, paragraphs

[0039] and [0082]. A sequence obtained by column permuting the specific

sequence will be referred to as a "mask function" (or mask sequence). The

multiplier 901 multiplies the received signal r(t) by the mask function M1

output from the mask generator 910, and provides its output to a correlation
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calculator 921 Since the mask function is used at the receiver side and aides

in the decoding process, the application of the mask function at the receiver is

interpreted as claimed depermuting and the means performing the

depermuting are interpreted as claimed depurmuter);

Thus, Kim shows all the limitations claimed. Kim further shows a decoder for

decoding the signal (Fig. 9), but fails to disclose if the decoder is a maximum

likelihood decoder, Kim also fails to mention the negotiation of size step, the use

of the Hadamard transformer.

In the same field of endeavor, however, Le Bars shows a wireless system (Fig. 8)

comprising:

- a base station; a mobile unit, wherein a size of information bits is negotiated

between the base station and the mobile unit (Fig. 8 shows a wireless

system. Base stations and mobile units are an inherent part of wireless

systems. Paragraphs [0014] -[0016]. A negotiated of the bit rate per symbol

is performed which inherently indicates the size of the symbol and thus is

interpreted as claimed negotiation);

- a maximum likelihood (ML) decoder decoding the information bits (Fig. 2,

turbo decoder performs claimed decoding. (Paragraphs [004] and [0014])).

Thus, Kim and Le Bars show all the limitations claimed, but fails to explicitly

"disclose the claimed transformer.

Again, in the same field of endeavor, Tan shows a communication method

between a mobile unit and a base station comprising:
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- a Hadamard transformer transforming the information bits with a reduced

order (Paragraph [0009], and [0091] -[0101] and abstract. The column and

row reduced matrices (GO-CDMA matrices) are interpreted as claimed

reduced order. The reduced order of the matrices is inherently determined.

The means performing the transformation are interpreted as claimed

transformer. Since the transformer uses Hadamard orthogonal matrices, it is

interpreted as claimed Hadamard transformer).

Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use the

reduced matrix (or GO-CDMA) codes because these improve the performance of

the system (Abstract) and achieve improved error correction (Paragraph [0091]).

10. Claim 21 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Kim in

view of Le Bars in view of Tan as applied to claim 19 above, and further in view

of Muller.

10a. Regarding claim 21, Kim, Le Bars and Tan show all the limitations claimed (See

9a above), but fail to explicitly disclose a wideband code division multiple access

(WCDMA) implementation.

However, in the same field of endeavor, Muller shows communication between a

base station and mobile station as a WCDMA-
implementation- (Fig. 4, column 3,

lines 26-38).
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Thus, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use a

WCDMA implementation because WCDMA provides wide bandwidth for

multimedia services and other high transmission rate demands as well as robust

features like diversity handoff and RAKE receivers to ensure high quality

(Column 1, lines 54-57).

Allowable Subject Matter

11a. Claims 2, 15 and 20 are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base

claim, but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the

limitations of the base claim and any intervening claims.

11b. Claim 9 will be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the

limitations of the base claim and if the 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph rejection

in section 1 above is overcome.

Conclusion

12. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure:

- Olivier (US 2003/0063681 A1) shows a communication system with base

station and mobile station that uses maximum likelihood decoding.
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